




A Discussion about He Qiaoyuan and his thoughts











































































He Qiaoyuan, called Mr. Jing Shan. During the late Ming dynasty,he was a excellent historian in
Southeast coast . He wrote a lot of famous books,such as Ming Shan Cang, Min Shu and Jing Shan
Quan JI. The paper overall discusses He Qiaoyuan for three aspects, including his life, his
academic origin and academic thought and his politics and history. The first part talks about the life
of He Qiaoyuan and describes his sufferings in three periods. He has good talent in adolescence. He
suffered up and down in his middle age. In his old age ,he chose a peace life. The second part
introduces the formation of academic thought , the paper mainly analyzes his academic origin, which
basically affected by family tradition, Neo-Confucianism and western learning. The last part
introduces his official life. As a official,he proposed political comment and historical comment. At
the the same time, we can know more about him from the way of being a official, his historical
comment and current events comment as a brilliant scholar. Throughout the above introduction, we
can summarize three points, one point is that Qiaoyuan never stop serving people heart and soul after
he said good-bye to his ten years offical life, although his offical life is hard. The second point is that
he made great achievement in scholarly research. she got "with my heart" principle and do
everything on his own, meanwhile,he left precious materials of history study and local history
research for later generations. Last but not least, in rule of technocrats,he advocated the officail way
of care each other and stressed official should pay attention to their own behaviour. He Qiaoyuan was
good at studing the way of saving the society, which made directionless recommendations for social
problems in the late Ming dynasty.
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